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(S. Sture), pak@colorado.edu (R.Y.S. Pak).A linear elastic full-space composed of an upper half-space, a lower half-space and a layer of three differ-
ent transversely isotropic materials under an internal load is considered. The axes of symmetry of the dif-
ferent regions are assumed to be normal to the planar interfaces of the regions and are thus parallel. An
arbitrary load in the frequency domain is allowed on a ﬁnite patch located at the interface of the upper
half-space and the adjacent layer. By means of the complete displacement potentials, the displacements
and stresses in the three regions are determined in Fourier–Hankel space in the form of line integrals. The
solution can be degenerated to the solution for (i) a full-space under an arbitrary buried load, (ii) a half-
space contain a layer bonded to the top of it under an arbitrary surface force, (iii) a half-space under an
arbitrary surface load, (iv) a two layer half-space under an arbitrary force applied at the interface of two
regions, (v) a half-space under an arbitrary buried force, (vi) a layer of ﬁnite thickness ﬁxed at the bottom
and under an arbitrary surface load, and (vii) a bi-material full-space under an arbitrary load at the inter-
face of two materials. Examples of the displacements and stresses are obtained numerically and com-
pared to existing solutions.
 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Wave propagation in isotropic solids induced by external
loading has for many years been the subject of numerous inves-
tigations (Lamb, 1904;Ewing et al., 1957;Achenbach, 1973;
Miklowitz, 1978;Apsel, 1979;Apsel and Luco, 1983;Pak, 1987
andPak and Guzina, 2002). On the other hand, wave propaga-
tion in an anisotropic medium has received less attention. The
form of anisotropy with the most common application is per-
haps the case of transverse isotropy. One of the earliest studies
of transversely isotropic materials is due to Michell (1900).
Eubanks and Sternberg (1954) made an in-depth investigation
of the potential functions proposed by Lekhnitskii (see Lekhnitskii,
1981) for axisymmetric elastostatics problems in transversely
isotropic materials. Applied and extended by Nowacki (1954)
and Hu (1953), the Lechnitskii-Hu-Nowacki solution (see Wang
and Wang, 1995) comprises a set of two potential functions satis-
fying a fourth order and a second order partial differential
equation. For the same class of problems, an alterative generalll rights reserved.
i-Ghadi), sture@colorado.edusolution for elastostatics axisymmetric transversely isotropic prob-
lems was introduced by Elliott (1948) and later extended by Lodge
(1955) to the general elastostatics transversely isotropic case. Their
solution consists of a set of three functions, each satisfying a sec-
ond order partial differential equation. For elastodynamics, one
may mention the work of Stoneley (1949), Synge (1957), Baltruko-
nis et al. (1960), Wang and Achenbach (1996), Eskandari-Ghadi
(2005), and Eskandari-Ghadi et al. (2007). Baltrukonis et al.
(1960) proposed a potential representation for a hollow elastic
transversely isotropic cylinder problem but left the issue of com-
pleteness unaddressed. Eskandari-Ghadi (2005) introduced a com-
plete solution for elastodynamic problems in z-convex transversely
isotropic domains, when z is parallel to the axis of material sym-
metry. The solution consists of two potential functions, which is
reducible to aforementioned Lekhnitskii-Hu-Nowacki solution for
elastostatics.
Yang and Pan (2002) found three-dimensional elastostatic
Green’s functions in anisotropic trimaterials by applying the gen-
eralized Stroh’s formalism and rectangular Fourier transforms. In
their inﬁnite series representation, the components of the image
solution were expressed as line integrals over a ﬁnite interval
[0, 2p]. On the usefulness of potential methods, the approach
by Ding and Chenbuo (1996) to ﬁnd a general solution for a
piezoelectric transversely isotropic medium should also be
Nomenclature
Notation
Aqij elasticity constants of the qth region
a radius of circular load
E Young’s moduli in the plane of transverse isotropy
E
0
Young’s moduli in the direction normal to the plane of
transverse isotropy
G shear modulus in the plane normal to the axis of sym-
metry
G
0
shear modulus in planes normal to the plane of trans-
verse isotropy
Jm Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind and mth order
P(r,h) time-harmonic surface force component in r-direction
Q(r,h) time-harmonic surface force component in h-direction
R(r,h) time-harmonic surface force component in z-direction
r radial coordinate
t time variable
U displacement component in r-direction
V displacement component in h-direction
W displacement component in z-direction
u amplitude of the displacement component in r-direction
with frequency x
v amplitude of the displacement component in h-direc-
tion with frequency x
w amplitude of the displacement component in z-direc-
tion with frequency x
z vertical coordinate
d(r) Dirac-delta function
eij(i,j = r,h,z) strain components
h angular coordinate
kq1,kq2,kq3 radicals appearing in general solutions
m Poisson’s ratios characterizing the lateral strain re-
sponse in the plane of transverse isotropy to a stress
acting parallel to it
m
0
Poisson’s ratios characterizing the lateral strain re-
sponse in the plane of transverse isotropy to a stress
acting normal to it
n Hankel’s parameter
nkq1 ; nkq2 ; nkq3 ; np branch points and simple pole on positive real
axis
q material density
rij(i,j = r,h,z) stress tensor
x0 nondimensional frequency
x angular frequency
! SH (Love’s)-wave function
z
xy
f(r, 0) e
s
Region I,   z<0
Region III,    z>s
Mr
0
Region II,    0<z<s
z
i    t
Fig. 1. A full-space transversely isotropic tri-material.
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normal to the symmetry axis of the material in terms of two un-
known functions, they reduced the ﬁve basic governing partial
differential equations to three. Although the issue of complete-
ness is open, they were able to further reduce the problem to
two potentials.
In this paper, a linearly elastic transversely isotropic full-
space composed of an upper half-space, a lower half-space
and a layer in between is considered. Each region is occupied
by a different material and the axes of material symmetry for
the different regions are assumed to be normal to the inter-
faces of these regions and thus parallel to each other. A gen-
eral load distribution in the frequency domain is allowed on
an arbitrary patch located at the interface of the upper half-
space and its subsequent layer. The potentials introduced by
Eskandari-Ghadi (2005) are used to uncouple the equations of
motion. With respect to a cylindrical coordinate system, the
uncoupled equations for the potential functions are solved, in
each region, by a Fourier expansion in the angular coordinate
and Hankel transforms in the radial direction. By means of
the displacement– and stress–potential relations in the trans-
formed space, the displacements and stresses are given in
Fourier–Hankel space. Satisfying the boundary and continuity
conditions, the solution is analytically obtained and the dis-
placements and stresses are provided in the form of line inte-
grals. The solution includes degenerate cases such as (i) a half-
space under an arbitrary surface load, (ii) a half-space under
an arbitrary buried force, (iii) a half-space ﬁxed at the top
and under an arbitrary buried force, (iv) a half-space contain-
ing a layer bonded to the top of the half-space under an arbi-
trary force applied at the interface of two regions, (v) a full-
space under an arbitrary load in it, (vi) a bi-material full-space
under an arbitrary force applied at the interface of two half-
spaces, and (vii) a layer of ﬁnite thickness ﬁxed at the bottom
and under an arbitrary surface load. Evaluated numerically,
some of line-integral solutions are presented as illustrations
as well as validations.2. Statement of the problem
A linear elastic full-space composed of an upper half-space, a
lower half-space and a layer, each consists of a different trans-
versely isotropic material is considered. As indicated in Fig. 1, a
cylindrical coordinate system (r, h, z) whose z-axis is normal to
the interface planes is attached to the entire domain as a reference.
The axes of symmetry of three different regions are considered par-
allel to the z-axis. The upper half-space, the middle layer and the
lower half-space are designated Region I, Region II and Region III,
respectively. As indicated in Fig. 1, Region I is deﬁned as z < 0, Re-
gion II as 0 < z < s and Region III as z > s. An arbitrary internal load is
considered to be applied on an arbitrary patch at the interface of
the upper half-space and the layer (Fig. 1). In this section, the gen-
eral equations for transversely isotropic media are given. For sim-
plicity, the indices I, II or III is omitted from the equations given in
this section. In each region, the equations of motion in terms
of displacement components in the absence of body forces are
(Lekhnitskii, 1981):
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directions, respectively; q is the material density; t denotes the
time variable. In addition, Aij are the elasticity constants of each re-
gion. For a transversely isotropic material, A66 = (A11  A12)/2 and
ﬁve independent elastic constants, A11, A12, A13, A33 and A44 are
needed to describe its behavior (Gurtin, 1972 and Lekhnitskii,
1981). These ﬁve elastic constants may be related to the engineer-
ing constants E, E
0
, m, m
0
, G and G
0
as given in (see for example
Eskandari-Ghadi et al., 2007).
3. Fundamental solutions
Owing to the difﬁculty in dealing with the coupled partial dif-
ferential equations in (1), the method of potentials plays a major
role in the solution of the related complex boundary value prob-
lems. Eskandari-Ghadi (2005) proposed a complete representation
using two potential functions for solving dynamic boundary value
problems in the transversely isotropic materials, which degener-
ates to the Lekhnitskii-Hu-Nowacki solution (Lekhnitskii, 1981;
Hu, 1953; Nowacki, 1954; see also Wang and Wang, 1995) in the
static case and further to Muki’s formulation (1960) for isotropic
materials. Because of its completeness and simplicity, the two-po-
tential representation is used in this treatment. The displacement
components are expressed in terms of these two potential func-
tions, F and v, through the following relations (Eskandari-Ghadi,
2005)
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In addition, the stress components can be expressed in terms of
the potential functions asrzr ¼ A44 a3 o
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a1 ¼ðA66þA12Þ=A66;a2 ¼A44=A66;a3 ¼ðA13þA44Þ=A66;b¼a2=ð1þa1Þ;
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In the case of time-harmonic motion with a time factor eixt, one
may express potential functions, displacement components and
other quantities of interest in the form of
½F;vðr; h; z; tÞ ¼ ½F;vðr; h; zÞeixt ; ½U;V ;Wðr; h; z; tÞ
¼ ½u;v;wðr; h; zÞeixt ; etc: ð5Þ
where x is the circular frequency of the harmonic motion, and u, v
and w are the amplitude of displacement components. Substituting
(2) into (1) results in two separate partial differential equations as
the governing equations for the potential functions F and v
(Eskandari-Ghadi, 2005)
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s20 ¼ 1=a2 ¼ A66=A44, and s21 and s22 are the roots of following equa-
tion (Lekhnitskii, 1981)
A33A44s4 þ ðA213 þ 2A13A44  A11A33Þs2 þ A11A44 ¼ 0: ð9Þ
To solve Eq. (6), it is convenient to use a Fourier expansion with
respect to the angular coordinate h and Hankel integral transform
(Sneddon, 1951) with respect to the radial coordinate to get#
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Branch cuts
Path of integration
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Complex   -plane
III1 III2 III3
III3II3I3
Fig. 2. Branch cuts for kt1, kt2 and kt3 (t = I, II and III), (only Re(n)P 0 are shown).
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the mth Hankel transforms of the mth Fourier coefﬁcients of F(r,
h, z) and v(r, h, z). The solution of the ordinary differential equa-
tions for Fmmðn; zÞ and vmmðn; zÞ in Regions I, II and III are respectively
as
FmImðn; zÞ ¼ CImðnÞekI1z þ DImðnÞekI2z; vmImðn; zÞ ¼ HImðnÞekI3z; ð10Þ
FmIImðn; zÞ ¼ AIImðnÞekII1z þ BIImðnÞekII2z þ CIImðnÞekII1z þ DIImðnÞekII2z; ð11Þ
vmIImðn; zÞ ¼ GIImðnÞekII3z þ HIImðnÞekII3z;
FmIIImðn; zÞ ¼ AðIIImnÞekIII1z þ BIIImðnÞekIII2z;vmIIImðn; zÞ ¼ GIIImðnÞekIII3z; ð12Þ
where for q being either I, II or III
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The termsCIm,DIm,HIm,AIIm toHIIm,AIIIm,BIIImandGIIIm inEqs. (10)–
(12) represent unknown functions to be determined using the
continuity conditions at z=0 and z=s. In the foregoing expressions,
k2q1; k
2
q2 and k
2
q3 for q = I, II and II are single-valued, but kq1, kq2 and
kq3 are multi-valued. To be consistent with (10)–(12), one must
deﬁne a Riemann surface with two sheets such that kq1, kq2 and kq3
are single-valued and analytically continuous from one sheet to an-
other. This can be achieved by specifying branch cuts for kq1, kq2 and
kq3 on the complex n-plane as Fig. 2, with branch points emanating
from nkq1 ¼ x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qq=Aq11
q
; nkq2 ¼ x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qq=Aq44
q
and nkq3 ¼ x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qq=Aq66
q
such that the real parts of kq1, kq2 and kq3 are always non-negative
(e.g., see Pak, 1987). Under these choices of the branches, the
ekq1z; ekq2z and ekq3z terms and the ekq1z; ekq2z and ekq3z terms become
inadmissible in Eqs. (10)–(12), respectively and thus are omitted.Allowing an arbitrary time-harmonic surface traction with
intensity f(r, h)eixt on a ﬁnite region p0 on the surface plane of
z = 0 (see Fig. 1) gives the boundary conditions as
rIrzðr; h; z ¼ 0; tÞ  rIIrzðr; h; z ¼ 0þ; tÞ ¼ Pðr; hÞeixt;
rIzhðr; h; z ¼ 0; tÞ  rIIzhðr; h; z ¼ 0þ; tÞ ¼ Qðr; hÞeixt ;
rIzzðr; h; z ¼ 0; tÞ  rIIzzðr; h; z ¼ 0þ; tÞ ¼ Rðr; hÞeixt ;
9>=
>; ðr; hÞ 2 p0
rIrzðr; h; z ¼ 0; tÞ  rIIrzðr; h; z ¼ 0þ; tÞ ¼ 0;
rIzhðr; h; z ¼ 0; tÞ  rIIzhðr; h; z ¼ 0þ; tÞ ¼ 0;
rIzzðr; h; z ¼ 0; tÞ  rIIzzðr; h; z ¼ 0þ; tÞ ¼ 0;
9>=
>; ðr; hÞ R p0
UIðr; h; z ¼ 0; tÞ ¼ UIIðr; h; z ¼ 0þ; tÞ;
V Iðr; h; z ¼ 0; tÞ ¼ V IIðr; h; z ¼ 0þ; tÞ;
W Iðr; h; z ¼ 0; tÞ ¼W IIðr; h; z ¼ 0þ; tÞ:
9>=
>; 8ðr; hÞ
ð15Þ
where P(r, h), Q(r, h) and R(r, h) are components of f(r,h) in r-, h- and
z-direction, respectively. In addition, z = 0 and z = 0+ denote that z
approaches 0 from z < 0 and z > 0, respectively. Similarly, one may
write the continuity conditions at z = s as
rIIrzðr; h; z ¼ s; tÞ  rIIIrzðr; h; z ¼ sþ; tÞ ¼ 0;
rIIzhðr; h; z ¼ s; tÞ  rIIIzhðr; h; z ¼ sþ; tÞ ¼ 0;
rIIzzðr; h; z ¼ s; tÞ  rIIIzzðr; h; z ¼ sþ; tÞ ¼ 0;
9>=
>; 8ðr; hÞ
UIIðr; h; z ¼ s; tÞ ¼ UIIIðr; h; z ¼ sþ; tÞ;
V IIðr; h; z ¼ s; tÞ ¼ V IIIðr; h; z ¼ sþ; tÞ;
W IIðr; h; z ¼ s; tÞ ¼W IIIðr; h; z ¼ sþ; tÞ:
9>=
>; 8ðr; hÞ
ð16Þ
Using the displacement– and stress–potential relations (2)
and (3), these 12 equations may be written in terms of 12 un-
known functions CIm, DIm, HIm, AIIm to HIIm, AIIIm, BIIIm and GIIIm.
As seen in Eq. (6), the governing equation for the potential v
is a shear-wave equation and for the potential F is a repeated
pressure- and shear-wave equation with an additional perturba-
tion, which has less effect for low frequency. In addition, inves-
tigation of Eq. (10)–(12) shows that the functions GIm, GIIm, HIIm
and GIIIm are related to potentials vI, vII and vIII. These functions,
as mentioned before, are uncoupled from the other eigth, which
means that the potentials vI, vII and vIII are related to SH-
(Love’s) wave in the domain and the functions FI, FII and FIII gen-
erate P-SV waves. Considering the fact that the functions CIm,
DIm, AIIm to DIIm, AIIIm and BIIIm are uncoupled from the other four
functions GIm, GIIm, HIIm and GIIIm, one may analytically ﬁnd these
functions as
HIm ¼
pqII½qIIð1þ e2kII3sÞ þ qIIIð1 e2kII3sÞ
 ðn; sÞ ;
GIIm ¼
pqIIðqII þ qIIIÞ
 ðn; sÞ ;HIIm ¼
pqIIðqII  qIIIÞe2kII3s
 ðn; sÞ ;GIIIm ¼
2pq2IIe
ðkIII3kII3Þs
 ðn; sÞ ;
ð17Þ
where
 ðn; sÞ ¼ ðqII  qIÞðqII  qIIIÞe2kII3s  ðqII þ qIÞðqII þ qIIIÞ;
qq ¼ Aq44kq3; q ¼ ðI; II; IIIÞ;
Xm ¼ Pm1m ðnÞ  iQm1m ðnÞ; Ym ¼ Pmþ1m ðnÞ þ iQmþ1m ðnÞ;
p ¼ ðXm þ YmÞ=2AII44nikII3:
ð18Þ
The functions CIm, DIm, AIIm to DIIm, AIIIm and BIIIm are analytically
given by solving the related eight equations as
CIm ¼ ½AII44gII1ðAIIm þ CIImÞ þ AII44gII2ðBIIm þ DIImÞ  AI44gI2DIm  ðXm  YmÞ=2n=AI44gI1;
DIm ¼ AI33mI1ðXm  YmÞ=2n AI44gI1Zm  ðAI44AII33gI1mII1 þ AII44AI33gII1mI1ÞAIImAI44AI33ðgI1mI2  gI2mI1Þ
 ðAI44AII33gI1mII2 þ AII44AI33gII2mI1ÞBIIm  ðAII44AI33gII1mI1  AI44AII33gI1mII1ÞCIIm
AI44AI33ðgI1mI2  gI2mI1Þ
 ðAII44AI33gII2mI1  AI44AII33gI1mII2ÞDIIm
AI44AI33ðgI1mI2  gI2mI1Þ
;
AIIm ¼ ½O1  L1BIIm M1CIIm  N1DIIm=K1;
BIIm ¼ ½ðK1O2  K2O1Þ  ðK1M2  K2M1ÞCIIm  ðK1N2  K2N1ÞDIIm=½K1L2  K2L1;
CIIm ¼ ½O3  L3DIIm M3AIIIm  N3BIIIm=K3;
DIIm ¼ ½ðK3O4  K4O3Þ  ðK3M4  K4M3ÞAIIIm  ðK3N4  K4N3ÞBIIIm=½K3L4  K4L3;
AIIIm ¼ ½M7  L7BIIIm=K7;BIIIm ¼ ½K7M8  K8M7=½K7L8  K8L7;
ð19Þ
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Appendix A, and
gqi ¼ ðaq3  aq2Þk2qi þ n2ð1þ aq1Þ  qq0x2;
mqi ¼ ðgqi  aq3
Aq13
Aq33
n2  aq3k2qiÞkqi;
uqi ¼ aq3k2qi  gqi; q ¼ ðI; II; IIIÞ; i ¼ ð1;2;3Þ:
ð20Þ
Substituting these relations into the expressions for the potential
functions FmIm;vmIm; F
m
IIm;vmIIm; F
m
IIIm and vmIIIm, they are obtained from
(10)–(12). Then, using the displacement–potential relations, one
may haveuqmðr; zÞ ¼ 12
Z 1
0
n aq3n
dFmqm
dz
 invmqm
 !
Jm1ðnrÞ þ n aq3n
dFmqm
dz
 invmqm
 !
Jmþ1ðnrÞ
" #
dn;
vqmðr; zÞ ¼ i2
Z 1
0
n aq3n
dFmqm
dz
 invmqm
 !
Jm1ðnrÞ  n aq3n
dFmqm
dz
 invmqm
 !
Jmþ1ðnrÞ
" #
dn;
wqmðr; zÞ ¼
Z 1
0
n ð1þ aq1Þ½n2 þ bq
o2
oz2
þ qq0x
2
1þ aq1F
m
qm
 !
JmðnrÞdn;
ð21ÞIn the same way, the stresses may be written in terms of poten-
tial functions FmIm;vmIm; F
m
IIm;vmIIm; F
m
IIIm and vmIIIm (Eskandari-Ghadi
et al., 2007). Based on these considerations and using Fourier series
representations the amplitude of the displacements and stresses in
frequency domain are given as
uðr; h; zÞ;vðr; h; zÞ;wðr; h; zÞ ¼
X1
m¼1
½umðr; zÞ;vmðr; zÞ;wmðr; zÞeimh;
rijðr; h; zÞ ¼
X1
m¼1
rijmðr; zÞeimh; i; j ¼ r; h; z
ð22Þ
Thus, the displacements and stresses in physical time-domain
can be recovered by using (5).
4. Some speciﬁc source distributions
In the preceding analysis, the surface loading or excitation
has been left arbitrary. In this section, three different speciﬁc
cases of common interest are considered as illustrations. They
are: (a) a uniform horizontal patch load of unit resultant applied
on a circular disc of radius a acting in any horizontal direction,
(b) a uniform vertical patch load of unit resultant applied on a
circular disc of radius a, and (c) a vertical point load R acting
at point (0, 0, 0).4.1. Case (a) – horizontal patch load:
Since the domain is transversely isotropic, any plane perpendic-
ular to the axis of symmetry (here z-axis) is an isotropic plane.
Thus, all directions in that plane have the same property, because
of this x-direction is considered as the direction of the horizontal
patch load. Therefore, in this case a uniform horizontal patch load
of unit resultant applied on a circular disc of radius a is considered
to be acted in x-direction. Under these circumstances, it can be
shown that½P;Q ;Rðr; h; tÞ ¼ cos hpa2 ; sin hpa2 ;0
 
eixt;
p0 ¼ ðx; y; zÞjx2 þ y2 < a2; z ¼ 0
	 

:
(
ð23Þ
Henceforth, the Fourier expansion coefﬁcients are as follows:
P1ðrÞ ¼ P1ðrÞ ¼ 1=2pa
2; r < a
0; r P a
(
; PmðrÞ ¼ 0 for m– 1;
Q1ðrÞ ¼ Q1ðrÞ ¼
i=2pa2; r < a
0; r P a
(
;QmðrÞ ¼ 0 for m– 1;RmðrÞ ¼ 0 for all m:
ð24Þ
Substituting (24) into (18), gives
Xm ¼
J1ðnaÞ=pna;m ¼ 1
0;m–1

;Ym ¼
J1ðnaÞ=pna;m ¼ 1
0;m– 1

;
P1 ¼ P1 ¼ J1ðnaÞ
2pAII44n2ikII3
;
Zm ¼ RmmðnÞ ¼ 0 for all m:
ð25Þ
Using these expressions in (19), and substituting the results into
(22), the radial, angular and vertical displacements in Region q can
be obtained by
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For the case of a uniform vertical patch load of unit resultant ap-
plied on a circular disc of radius a, acting in z-direction, it can be
shown that
½P;Q ;Rðr; h; tÞ ¼ ð0;0;1=pa2Þeixt : ð27Þ
Henceforth, the mth Fourier expansion coefﬁcients are as
follows
PmðrÞ ¼ QmðrÞ ¼ 0 for all m;
R0ðrÞ ¼ 1=pa
2; r < a
0; r P a
(
;RmðrÞ ¼ 0 for m–0:
ð28Þ
Substituting (28) into (18) results in:
Xm¼Ym¼ Pm¼0 for all m;Zm¼0¼ J1ðnaÞ=pna;Zm–0¼0: ð29Þ
Since, J1(nr) = J1(nr), the angular displacement is identically
zero, and the radial and vertical displacements in Region q are gi-
ven as uq(r, h, z) = uq1(r,z) and wq(r, h, z) = wq0(r, z), respectively.
4.3. Case (c) – vertical point load:
For a vertical point load R acting at point (0, 0, 0), p0 = {(x,y,z)—
x = y = z = 0}, it can be shown that
½P;Q ;Rðr; h; tÞ ¼ ð0;0;RdðrÞ=2prÞeixt ð30ÞTable 1
Material engineering constants.
Material E (N/mm2) E
0
(N/mm2)
I (Isotropic) 50,000 50,000
II (Transversely isotropic) 50,000 150,000
III (Transversely isotropic) 100,000 50,000
0
0
(i) (ii)
(v
z z
x
xx
y
y
y
Region I, II, III
Region II,    0<z<s
Region III,    z>s
Region II,    0<z<s
z
s
r
z
s
Mr
z
Mr
f(r, 0) e i    t
f(r, 0) e i    t
f(r, 0
(v)
z
x y
Region I,   z<0
Region II,    0<z<s
s f(r, 0) e i    t
Fig. 3. Different cases of full-space, half-space and ﬁnitwhere d(r) denotes Dirac-delta function. Substituting (30) into (18)
gives
Xm ¼ Ym ¼ Pm ¼ 0 for all m; Zm¼0 ¼ R=2p; Zm–0 ¼ 0: ð31Þ5. Some speciﬁc tri-material conﬁgurations
To understand the importance of the relative magnitudes of the
material moduli in the problem, three sets of material constants as
listed in Table 1 are considered for the layer and the half-spaces. As
illustrations, many speciﬁc cases of layered-half-space and full-
space material conﬁgurations may be examined in this study. They
are: Case (i) a full-space under an arbitrary buried load, Case (ii) a
half-space contain a layer bonded to the top of it under an arbitrary
surface force, Case (iii) a half-space under an arbitrary surface load,
Case (iv) a two layer half-space under an arbitrary force applied at
the interface of two regions, Case (v) a half-space under an arbi-
trary buried force, Case (vi) a layer of ﬁnite thickness ﬁxed at the
bottom and under an arbitrary surface load, and Case (vii) a bi-
material full-space under an arbitrary load at the interface of two
materials. These cases are illustrated in Fig. 3. Here, some of these
cases (Cases (i) to (iv)) are analytically investigated and their gen-
eral solutions are obtained by degenerating of the original solution
of this paper.
5.1. Case (i) a full-space under an arbitrary buried load.
Originally, this case comprises of the Kelvin problem if one were
to apply a point static force and the ensuing solution may, for
example, be used in the boundary element method. Because ofG (N/mm2) G
0
(N/mm2) m m0
20,000 20,000 0.25 0.25
20,000 20,000 0.25 0.25
40,000 20,000 0.25 0.25
0
0
0
(vii)
(iii) (iv)
i)
z
z
z
x
x
x
y
y
y
Region I,   z<0
Region I,   z<0Region I,   z<0
Region II, III  z<0
Region II,    0<z<s
z
M
z
M
r
z
Mr
s
f(r, 0) e i    t
f(r, 0) e i    t
f(r, 0) e i    t
) e i    t
e layer degenerated from the general case of Fig. 1.
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tail here. To degenerate the general solution for this case, it is suf-
ﬁcient to assign Aqij = Aij for q = I, II and III. If one replace Aij for Aqij
in the general solution, one obtains the functions K1 toM8 in terms
of Aij from which one may obtain:
CIm ¼ k2ðg1u2  g2u1Þ
Zm
A33
þu2ðm1k2  m2k1Þ
ðXm  YmÞ
2A44n
 
=2ðk1m2  k2m1Þðg1u2  g2u1Þ;
DIm ¼ k1ðg1u2  g2u1Þ
Zm
A33
u1ðm1k2  m2k1Þ
ðXm  YmÞ
2A44n
 
=2ðk1m2  k2m1Þðg1u2  g2u1Þ;
AIIm ¼ k2ðg1u2  g2u1Þ
Zm
A33
u2ðm1k2  m2k1Þ
ðXm  YmÞ
2A44n
 
=2ðk1m2  k2m1Þðg1u2  g2u1Þ;
BIIm ¼ k1ðg1u2  g2u1Þ
Zm
A33
þu1ðm1k2  m2k1Þ
ðXm  YmÞ
2A44n
 
=2ðk1m2  k2m1Þðg1u2  g2u1Þ;
CIIm ¼ 0;DIIm ¼ 0;AIIIm ¼ AIIm; BIIIm ¼ BIIm;
HIm ¼ p=2;GIIm ¼ p=2;HIIm ¼ 0;GIIIm ¼ p=2: ð32ÞTo verify the solution given here, it is degenerated for the static
case, where the frequency approaches zero. As x? 0, then one
may ﬁnd
lim
x!0
k1 ¼ s2n; lim
x!0
k2 ¼ s1n; lim
x!0
k3 ¼ s0n;
lim
x!0
g1 ¼ ða3  a2Þk21 þ n2ð1þ a1Þ; limx!0g2 ¼ ða3  a2Þk
2
2 þ n2ð1þ a1Þ
ð33Þ
Substituting these relations into the relations (32), the un-
known functions will be given for the static case. They have dem-
onstrated, by substituting (32) with the relations given in (33) into
(21), that one could take the line integrals given in (21) to obtain
the displacements analytically and showed that the solution coin-
cides with the result in Pan and Chou (1976) for the cases of s1 = s2
and s1– s2. This means the solutions given in (32) with the rela-
tions given in (33) are coincident with the solution of Pan and Chou
(1976) in the static case.
5.2. Case (ii) a half-space containing a layer bonded to its top under an
arbitrary surface force
This case, which can be used in the dynamic analysis of struc-
tures rested on a layer with different stiffness from the underneath
half-space, may be obtained from the original solution if one sets
the elasticity coefﬁcients of the upper half-space to be zero. De-
tailed investigation of relations (17)–(19) shows that one should
treat this case by taking the limit of the functions given in (19)
when AIij? 0, from which one can get
AIIm ¼ ½O1  L1BIIm M1CIIm  N1DIIm=K1;
BIIm ¼
mII1 XmYm2AII44n þ gII1
Zm
AII33
 
 2gII1mII1ð ÞCIIm  gII1mII2 þ gII2mII1ð ÞDIIm
ðgII2mII1  gII1mII2Þ
;
CIIm ¼ ½O3  L3DIIm M3AIIIm  N3BIIIm=K3;
DIIm ¼ ðK3O4  K4O3Þ  ðK3M4  K4M3ÞAIIIm  ðK3N4  K4N3ÞBIIImK3L4  K4L3 ;
AIIIm ¼ ½M7  L7BIIIm=K7;BIIIm ¼ ðK7M8  K8M7Þ=ðK7L8  K8L7Þ;
GIIm ¼
pðqII þ qIIIÞ
ðqII  qIIIÞe2kII3s  ðqII þ qIIIÞ ;
HIIm ¼
pðqII  qIIIÞe2kII3s
ðqII  qIIIÞe2kII3s  ðqII þ qIIIÞ ;
GIIIm ¼ 2
pqIIeðkIII3kII3Þs
ðqII  qIIIÞe2kII3s  ðqII þ qIIIÞ ;
ð34Þwhere K1 to M5 are given in A-8,A-9,A-10,A-11,A-12 in Appendix A.
When the elasticity coefﬁcients of the upper half-space (Region I)
approach zero, the displacement components of the domain would
approach inﬁnity as expected.5.3. Case (iii) a half-space under an arbitrary surface load
This is the case studied by Rahimian et al. (2007),Eskandari-
Ghadi et al. (2007) also examined this problem as a degenerate
case of their two-layer half-space. In their paper, Eskandari-Ghadi
et al. (2007) have reduced their general solution to this case by
making the elasticity tensor of the lower half-space to approach
zero as the height s approaches inﬁnity. In this way, they arrive
at the solution given by Rahimian et al. (2007). Although one can
apply the same procedure with reference to Case (ii) in this section,
the solution in this paper is obtained by making the elasticity ten-
sors of Regions II and III to be the same. Then, to have the same
expression as given in Rahimian et al. (2007) and Eskandari-Ghadi
et al. (2007), one may take the limit of the coefﬁcients when s ap-
proaches inﬁnity to have
BIIm ¼ 1ðg2m1  g1m2Þ
½m1ðXm  YmÞ=2A44nþ g1Zm=A33;
AIIm ¼ 1ðg2m1  g1m2Þ
½m2ðXm  YmÞ=2A44nþ g2Zm=A33;
DIIm ¼ 0;CIIm ¼ 0;GIIm ¼ p;HIIm ¼ 0;
BIIIm ¼ BIIm;AIIIm ¼ AIIm;GIIIm ¼ p:
ð35Þ
where Aij are the elasticity coefﬁcients of the half-space and m1, m2,
g1 and g2 are given from (20) if one substitutes Aij for Aq ij. The solu-
tions given in (35) are exactly the same as the solution introduced
by Rahimian et al. (2007) and Eskandari-Ghadi et al. (2007).
5.4. Case (iv) a two layer half-space under an arbitrary force applied at
the interface of two regions
This case is particularly relevant to soil-structure interaction
problems with buried structures. This case may be degenerated
from the original solution of (19) if one takes the limit of the coef-
ﬁcients when AIIIij? 0, which gives Mj = Nj = 0 for j = 1–4 and the
other coefﬁcients do not change.
As indicated in theCase (ii), if theelasticity coefﬁcientsof the low-
er half-space approach zero, thedisplacement components of the re-
lated domain should approach inﬁnity, which happens in this case.6. Numerical evaluation
As indicated in previous section, the displacement- and stress-
components are expressed in terms of one-dimensional semi-
inﬁnite integrals. Because of the presence of radical functions,
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grands, the integrals cannot be given in closed-form even in an iso-
tropic material. For the numerical evaluation of integrals given in
(21) and also the integrals for stresses, some special considerations
are needed due to the presence of singularities within the range of
integration and the oscillatory nature of the integrands because of
Bessel functions. The important aspects of the integrands are the
branch points and poles.
For the evaluation of these integrals numerically, one must (i)
locate the poles and branch points associated with branch cuts
so that all functions are properly single-valued and consistent with
the regularity condition, (ii) integrate from zero to a point in be-
hind the ﬁrst pole and continuing the integration from a point after
the ﬁrst pole to a point in behind the second pole and so on, and
from a point after the last pole to a sufﬁciently large value, and
(iii) adding the contributions from the residues at the poles to
the ﬁnal sum. For the line integration, an adaptive numerical quad-
rature approach is adopted, which is coded in Mathcad software.
The upper limit of the integrands is determined adaptively since
the integrands go to zero slowly when their variable approaches
inﬁnity. This procedure continues until the selected error criterion
is satisﬁed and the integral converges. Typically, the upper limit for
the dimensionless frequencies (see the deﬁnition given below) of
less than 0.5 is found to be about 80; for higher frequencies consid-
ered, up to 150 is needed.
The pole np of the integrands in displacements (21) and stresses
are the roots of the determinant of the system of equations, which
has been solved for CIm, DIm, AIIm to DIIm, AIIIm and BIIImand the roots
of equation (n, s) = 0, where (n,s) is given in (18). If the upper
half-space vanishes and the material of the lower half-space and
the middle layer are the same, then there exists only one pole in
the integrand, which is related to the existing Rayleigh wave. This
is the case studied by Rahimian et al. (2007). If the upper half-
space vanishes, however, the materials of the middle layer and
the lower half-space are different, then there exist two poles, one
related to Rayleigh wave at the surface and the other is related
to Stoneley wave at the interface. This case has been studied by
Eskandari-Ghadi et al. (2007). In the general case of tri-material
full-space, there exist two poles in the integrands, which are re-
lated to the Stoneley waves at two interfaces. As indicated above,
to deal with the singularity at the poles, since the poles at npa
are interior singular points, the integral is decomposed into some-0.5
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
-15 -10 -5
4 A
P
π Ι
Fig. 4. Comparison of horizontal displacement in an isotropic elastic half-space subjecteintegrals. They are: ﬁrst, integral with the upper limit np1  e, sec-
ond, with a lower limit np1 + e and the upper limit np2  e, and so
on, plus an integral with a lower limit npnp þ e and a sufﬁciently
large upper limit, and then integrals over small semi-circles of ra-
diuse above the poles np1 and np2,, and so on, where e being a small
number and npnp is the last pole. The integrals from zero to np1  e,
from np1 + e to np2  e, and so on are evaluated using Simpson’s
rule, and the integrals over the small semi-circles of radius are
evaluated using the residual method (e.g. Churchill and Brown,
1990). For the case of a branch point, the integral is broken up into
two parts and evaluated with increasingly small e until the se-
lected error criterion is satisﬁed for convergence.
To illustrate the analytical results in previous sections, three
different materials, listed in Table 1, are considered. Material I is
isotropic with m = 0.25, while materials II and III are transversely
isotropic. With these materials, the following cases are deﬁned to
illustrate the solution:
Case I-1: Homogeneous half-space under surface load with
AIij ¼ AIIij=1010;AIIij ¼ AIIIij ¼ AðIÞij ,
Case I-2: Homogeneous half-space under surface load with
AIij ¼ AIIij=1010;AIIij ¼ AIIIij ¼ AðIIÞij ,
Case II-1: Layered half-space under surface load with AIij ¼
AIIij=10
10;AIIij ¼ AðIÞij ;AIIIij ¼ AðIIIÞij ,
Case II-2: Layered half-space under surface load with AIij ¼
AIIij=10
10;AIIij ¼ AðIIÞij ;AIIIij ¼ AðIIIÞij ,
Case II-3: Layered half-space under surface load with AIij ¼
AIIij=10
10;AIIij ¼ AðIIÞij ;AIIIij ¼ 1010AðIIÞij ,
Case III-1: Layered half-space under buried load with AIIIij ¼
AIIij=10
10;AIij ¼ AðIÞij ;AIIij ¼ AðIÞij ,
Case III-2: Layered half-space under buried load with AIIIij ¼
AIIij=10
10;AIij ¼ AðIÞij ;AIIij ¼ AðIIIÞij ,
Case III-3: Layered half-space under buried load with AIIIij ¼
AIIij=10
10;AIij ¼ AðIIÞij ;AIIij ¼ AðIIIÞij ,
Case IV-1: Homogeneous full-space with AIij ¼ AðIÞij ;AIIij ¼ AðIÞij ;
AIIIij ¼ AðIÞij ,
Case IV-2: Homogeneous full-space with AIij ¼ AðIIÞij ;AIIij ¼ AðIIÞij ;
AIIIij ¼ AðIIÞij ,
Case V-1: Inhomogeneous full-space with AIij ¼ AðIÞij ;AIIij ¼ AðIIÞij ;
AIIIij ¼ AðIIIÞij , where the superscript shows the no. given in
Table 1.0 5 10
Re(case III-1)
Im(case III-1)
PAK (1987) (Re)
PAK (1987) (Im)
0 0.5ω =
44a uΙ
/z a
20s a=
d to uniform load in the same direction applied on a disc of radius a, when x0 = 0.5.
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placements are normalized as either (pAII44au/P and pAII44aw/R)
or (pAIII44au/P and pAIII44aw/R), where a is the radius of the patch
load, AII44 and AIII44 are the shear coefﬁcient of the middle half-
space and the lower half-space, and P and R are the magnitude of
horizontal and vertical load, respectively. In addition, the stresses
are normalized as (1/p)[rij/(P/pa2)] or (1/p)[rij/(R/p a2)]. It should
be pointed out that all numerical results presented here are for a
non-dimensional frequency deﬁned as x0 ¼ ax
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qII=AII44
p
unless
otherwise indicated, where qII is the mass density of the middle
layer and x is the frequency of the loading.
To examine the isotropic half-space dynamic solution, the
solution presented by Pak (1987) for the displacement in x-
direction along the z-axis due to a time-harmonic horizontal
patch load of unit intensity distributed over a disc of radius a-0.3
-0.2
-0.1
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
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-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0
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Fig. 6. Vertical displacement in transversely isotropic elastic layered half-spaces (Cases II
a, when x0 = 0.5.
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Re(Case II-1)
Im(Case II-1)
Eskandari-Ghadi et al (2007) (Re)
Eskandari-Ghadi et al (2007) (Im)
0 0.5ω =
2
1
/
zz
R a
σ
π π
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Fig. 5. Comparison of stress rzz in a transversely isotropic elastic layered half-space su
x0 = 0.5.at the interior of an isotropic half-space with a dimensionless
frequency x0 equal to 0.5 is ﬁrst used as a benchmark, where
x0 is deﬁned by x0 ¼ ax
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q=A44
p
, and q is the mass density
and A44 is the shear modulus of the half-space. To compare
the solution of this paper with the solutions given by Pak
(1987), one may set the elasticity coefﬁcients of Region I to be
zero and the elasticity coefﬁcients of the Regions II and III to
be the same as material I in Table 1. As indicated in Fig. 4, there
is an excellent agreement between the solution of this paper and
the solution obtained by Pak (1987), for both real and imaginary
parts. To see the accuracy of the numerical solution of this paper
for stresses, the real and imaginary parts of stress rzz for the
Case II-1 due to a time-harmonic vertical patch load of unit
intensity distributed over a disc of radius a on the surface of a
transversely isotropic half-space with a dimensionless frequency2 4 6 8 10
Re(case II-2)
Im(case II-2)
Re(case II-3)
Im(case II-3)
0 0.5ω =
s a=
/z a
-2 and 3) subjected to uniform load in the same direction applied on a disc of radius
0 2 4 6 8 10
/z a
bjected to uniform load in the same direction applied on a disc of radius a, when
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ment between the solutions are seen.
Several numerical examples are carried out through a series
of parametric studies to explore the inﬂuence of the degree of
the material anisotropy, the frequency of excitation and the type
of loading on the response. It needs to be pointed out that all
numerical results presented here are dimensionless, with a
non-dimensional frequency deﬁned as x0 ¼ ax
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qII=AII44
p
. Fig. 6
shows the vertical displacement for the Cases II-2 and 3. As
the reader will see, the results are signiﬁcantly different for dif-
ferent levels of material anisotropy. Fig. 6 indicates that the ver-
tical displacement increases with a decrease in E (the modulus
of elasticity in the isotropic plane) when other engineering prop-
erties are kept constants. Figs. 7 and 8 show the same functions
for Cases III-1, 2 and 3 when the dimensionless frequency is-0.4
-0.3
-0.2
-0.1
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0
2
1
/
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σ
π π
Fig. 8. Stress rzz in transversely isotropic elastic layered half-spaces (Cases III-1, 2 and 3)
x0 = 3.
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Fig. 7. Vertical displacement in transversely isotropic elastic layered half-spaces (Cases
radius a for x0 = 3.x0 = 3.0. Fig. 9 illustrates the vertical displacement in full-space
subjected to uniform load in z-direction applied on a disc of ra-
dius a for x0 = 0.5.
7. Conclusions
A comprehensive solution has been presented for displace-
ments and stresses of a three-dimensional, linearly elastic, trans-
versely isotropic tri-material full-space each region containing a
transversely isotropic material with different properties, subjected
to an arbitrarily distributed time-harmonic interfacial load. The
equations of motion in terms of displacements in each region have
been uncoupled and solved by means of a complete potential rep-
resentation in terms of two scalar functions for elastodynamics and
a Fourier–Hankel transform method. The solution covers the cases2 4 6 8 10
Re(case III-1) Im(case III-1)
Re(case III-2) Im(case III-2)
Re(case III-3) Im(case III-3)
/z a
s a=
0 3.0ω =
subjected to uniform load in the same direction applied on a disc of radius a, when
0 2 4 6 8 10
Re(case III-1) Im(case III-1)
Re(case III-2) Im(case III-2)
Re(case III-3) Im(case III-3)
s a=
/z a
0 3.0ω =
III-1, 2 and 3) subjected to uniform load in the same direction applied on a disc of
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Fig. 9. Vertical displacement in transversely isotropic elastic full-spaces (Cases IV-1 and 2 Case V-1) subjected to uniform load in z-direction applied on a disc of radius a,
when x0 = 0.5.
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of two materials, a full-space under an arbitrary buried load, a
half-space containing a layer bonded to the top of it under an arbi-
trary surface force, a half-space under an arbitrary surface load, a
two layer half-space under an arbitrary force applied at the inter-
face of two regions, a half-space under an arbitrary buried force,
and a layer of ﬁnite thickness ﬁxed at the bottom and under an
arbitrary surface load, as special degenerations. For the numerical
evaluation of the inversion integrals, a numerical scheme, which
gives the necessary account of the presence of singularities and
branch points on the path of integration without the use of damp-
ing has been implemented and validated with relevant existing
solutions for isotropic or transversely isotropic media. The results
demonstrate that the response is strongly inﬂuenced by the degreeof anisotropy of the material especially at low frequencies where
the displacement will increase with the deformability of the mate-
rial in the direction parallel to the applied load. In addition, the
solutions indicate that the response is strongly affected by fre-
quency of excitation. The solutions presented in this paper can
be of value in developing analytical as well as boundary-integral-
equation formulations for dynamic analysis of anisotropic soil-
structure interaction and non-destructive evaluation of composites
and anisotropic media.
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Parameters K1 to M8 for Eq. (19):
K1 ¼ AI44½AI33ðgI2mI1  gI1mI2ÞðAI44aII3gI1kII1 þ AII44aI3gII1kI1Þ  aI3ðgI2kI1  gI1kI2ÞðAI44AII33gI1mII1 þ AII44AI33gII1mI1Þ;
L1 ¼ AI44½AI33ðgI2mI1  gI1mI2ÞðAI44aII3gI1kII2 þ AII44aI3gII2kI1Þ  aI3ðgI2kI1  gI1kI2ÞðAI44AII33gI1mII2 þ AII44AI33gII2mI1Þ;
M1 ¼ AI44½AI33ðgI1mI2  gI2mI1ÞðAI44aII3gI1kII1  AII44aI3gII1kI1Þ  aI3ðgI2kI1  gI1kI2ÞðAII44AI33gII1mI1  AI44AII33gI1mII1Þ;
N1 ¼ AI44½AI33ðgI1mI2  gI2mI1ÞðAI44aII3gI1kII2  AII44aI3gII2kI1Þ  aI3ðgI2kI1  gI1kI2ÞðAII44AI33gII2mI1  AI44AII33gI1mII2Þ;
O1 ¼ AI44gI1aI3½AI33ðkI2mI1  kI1mI2ÞðXm  YmÞ=2nþ AI44ðgI2kI1  gI1kI2ÞZm;
ðA- 1Þ
K2 ¼ AI44½AI33ðgI1mI2  gI2mI1ÞðAI44gI1uII1  AII44gII1uI1Þ  ðgI2uI1  gI1uI2ÞðAI44AII33gI1mII1 þ AII44AI33gII1mI1Þ;
L2 ¼ AI44½AI33ðgI1mI2  gI2mI1ÞðAI44gI1uII2  AII44gII2uI1Þ  ðgI2uI1  gI1uI2ÞðAI44AII33gI1mII2 þ AII44AI33gII2mI1Þ;
M2 ¼ AI44½AI33ðgI1mI2  gI2mI1ÞðAI44gI1uII1  AII44gII1uI1Þ  ðgI2uI1  gI1uI2ÞðAII44AI33gII1mI1  AI44AII33gI1mII1Þ;
N2 ¼ AI44½AI33ðgI1mI2  gI2mI1ÞðAI44gI1uII2  AII44gII2uI1Þ  ðgI2uI1  gI1uI2ÞðAII44AI33gII2mI1  AI44AII33gI1mII2Þ;
O2 ¼ AI44gI1½AI33ðuI2mI1 uI1mI2ÞðXm  YmÞ=2nþ AI44ðgI2uI1  gI1uI2ÞZm;
ðA- 2Þ
K3 ¼ AII44½ðK1L2  K2L1ÞðgII1M1ekII1s  gII1K1ekII1sÞ  ðK1M2  K2M1ÞðgII1L1ekII1s  gII2K1ekII2sÞ;
L3 ¼ AII44½ðK1L2  K2L1ÞðgII1N1ekII1s  gII2K1ekII2sÞ  ðK1N2  K2N1ÞðgII1L1ekII1s  gII2K1ekII2sÞ;
M3 ¼ AIII44gIII1K1ðK1L2  K2L1ÞekIII1s;
N3 ¼ AIII44gIII2K1ðK1L2  K2L1ÞekIII2s;
O3 ¼ AII44½gII1O1ðK1L2  K2L1ÞekII1s  ðK1O2  K2O1ÞðgII1L1ekII1s  gII2K1ekII2sÞ;
ðA- 3Þ
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L4 ¼ AII44AII33½ðgII2mII1 þ gII1mII2ÞðK1L2  K2L1ÞekII2s  ðK1N2  K2N1ÞðgII2mII1  gII1mII2ÞekII2sekII1s;
M4 ¼ ðK1L2  K2L1ÞðAII44AIII33gII1mIII1  AIII44AII33gIII1mII1ÞekII1sekIII1s;
N4 ¼ ðK1L2  K2L1ÞðAII44AIII33gII1mIII2  AIII44AII33gIII2mII1ÞekII1sekIII2s;
O4 ¼ AII44AII33ðgII1mII2  gII2mII1ÞðK1O2  K2O1ÞekII1sekII2s;
ðA- 4Þ
K5 ¼ AII44aII3½2gII1kII1ðK1L2  K2L1Þ  ðK1M2  K2M1ÞðgII2kII1  gII1kII2ÞekII1sekII2s;
L5 ¼ AII44aII3½ðgII2kII1 þ gII1kII2ÞðK1L2  K2L1ÞekII2s  ðK1N2  K2N1ÞðgII2kII1  gII1kII2ÞekII2sekII1s;
M5 ¼ ðK1L2  K2L1ÞðAII44aIII3gII1kIII1  AIII44aII3gIII1kII1ÞekII1sekIII1s;
N5 ¼ ðK1L2  K2L1ÞðAII44aIII3gII1kIII2  AIII44aII3gIII2kII1ÞekII1sekIII2s;
O5 ¼ AII44aII3ðgII1kII2  gII2kII1ÞðK1O2  K2O1ÞekII1sekII2s;
ðA- 5Þ
K6 ¼ AII44ðK1M2  K2M1ÞðgII1uII2  gII2uII1ÞekII1sekII2s;
L6 ¼ AII44ðgII2uII1  gII1uII2Þ½ðK1L2  K2L1ÞekII2s  ðK1N2  K2N1ÞekII2sekII1s;
M6 ¼ ðK1L2  K2L1ÞðAII44gII1uIII1  AIII44gIII1uII1ÞekII1sekIII1s;
N6 ¼ ðK1L2  K2L1ÞðAII44gII1uIII2  AIII44gIII2uII1ÞekII1sekIII2s;
O6 ¼ AII44ðgII1uII2  gII2uII1ÞðK1O2  K2O1ÞekII1sekII2s;
ðA- 6Þ
K7 ¼ ðK3L4  K4L3ÞðK3M5  K5M3Þ  ðK3L5  K5L3ÞðK3M4  K4M3Þ;
L7 ¼ ðK3L4  K4L3ÞðK3N5  K5N3Þ  ðK3L5  K5L3ÞðK3N4  K4N3Þ;
M7 ¼ ðK3L4  K4L3ÞðK3O5  K5O3Þ  ðK3L5  K5L3ÞðK3O4  K4O3Þ;
K8 ¼ ðK3L4  K4L3ÞðK3M6  K6M3Þ  ðK3L6  K6L3ÞðK3M4  K4M3Þ;
L8 ¼ ðK3L4  K4L3ÞðK3N6  K6N3Þ  ðK3L6  K6L3ÞðK3N4  K4N3Þ;
M8 ¼ ðK3L4  K4L3ÞðK3O6  K6O3Þ  ðK3L6  K6L3ÞðK3O4  K4O3Þ;
ðA-7Þ
Parameters K1 to O6 for Eq. (34):
K1 ¼ AII44gII1;M1 ¼ K1; L1 ¼ AII44gII2;N1 ¼ L1;O1 ¼ ðXm  YmÞ=2n;
K2 ¼ AII44gII1;M2 ¼ K2; L2 ¼ AII44gII2;N2 ¼ L2;O2 ¼ ðXm  YmÞ=2n;
ðA- 8Þ
K3 ¼ A3II44AII33g2II1½ðgII1mII2  gII2mII1ÞðekII1s  ekII1sÞ  2gII2mII1ðekII2s  ekII1sÞ;
L3 ¼ A3II44AII33gII1gII2½ðgII1mII2  gII2mII1ÞðekII1s  ekII2sÞ  ðgII1mII2 þ gII2mII1ÞðekII2s  ekII1sÞ;
M3 ¼ AIII44gIII1A2II44AII33gII1ðgII1mII2  gII2mII1ÞekIII1s;
N3 ¼ AIII44gIII2A2II44AII33gII1ðgII1mII2  gII2mII1ÞekIII2s;
O3 ¼ A3II44AII33gII1 ðgII1mII2  gII2mII1Þ ðXmYmÞ2AII44n ekII1s  gII2ðekII2s  ekII1sÞ mII1
ðXmYmÞ
2AII44n
þ gII1 ZmAII33
 h i
;
ðA- 9Þ
K4 ¼ 2gII1mII1A2II44A2II33ðgII1mII2  gII2mII1ÞðekII1sekII2s  1Þ;
L4 ¼ A2II44A2II33ðg2II1m2II2  g2II2m2II1ÞðekII2s  ekII2sÞekII1s;
M4 ¼ AII44AII33ðgII1mII2  gII2mII1ÞðAIII44AII33gIII1mII1  AII44AIII33gII1mIII1ÞekII1sekIII1s;
N4 ¼ AII44AII33ðgII1mII2  gII2mII1ÞðAIII44AII33gIII2mII1  AII44AIII33gII1mIII2ÞekII1sekIII2s;
O4 ¼ A2II44A2II33ðgII1mII2  gII2mII1Þ mII1 ðXmYmÞ2AII44n þ gII1
Zm
AII33
 
ekII1sekII2s;
ðA- 10Þ
K5 ¼ 2A2II44AII33aII3gII1½mII1ðgII1kII2  gII2kII1ÞekII1sekII2s  kII1ðgII1mII2  gII2mII1Þ;
L5 ¼ A2II44AII33aII3½ðgII1kII2  gII2kII1ÞðgII1mII2 þ gII2mII1ÞekII2s  ðgII1mII2  gII2mII1ÞðgII2kII1 þ gII1kII2ÞekII2sekII1s;
M5 ¼ AII44AII33ðgII1mII2  gII2mII1ÞðAIII44aII3gIII1kII1  AII44aIII3gII1kIII1ÞekII1sekIII1s;
N5 ¼ AII44AII33ðgII1mII2  gII2mII1ÞðAIII44aII3gIII2kII1  AII44aIII3gII1kIII2ÞekII1sekIII2s;
O5 ¼ A2II44AII33aII3ðgII1kII2  gII2kII1Þ mII1 ðXmYmÞ2AII44n þ gII1
Zm
AII33
 
ekII1sekII2s;
ðA- 11Þ
K6 ¼ 2A2II44AII33gII1mII1ðgII1uII2  gII2uII1ÞekII1sekII2s;
L6 ¼ A2II44AII33ðgII1uII2  gII2uII1Þ½ðgII1mII2  gII2mII1ÞekII2s þ ðgII1mII2 þ gII2mII1ÞekII2sekII1s;
M6 ¼ AII44AII33ðgII1mII2  gII2mII1ÞðAIII44gIII1uII1  AII44gII1uIII1ÞekII1sekIII1s;
N6 ¼ AII44AII33ðgII1mII2  gII2mII1ÞðAIII44gIII2uII1  AII44gII1uIII2ÞekII1sekIII2s;
O6 ¼ A2II44AII33ðgII1uII2  gII2uII1Þ mII1 ðXmYmÞ2AII44n þ gII1
Zm
AII33
 
ekII1sekII2s:
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